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provider, DHL is also the world’s No. 1–ranked
air freight and ocean freight logistics provider. 

Furthermore, DHL provides service for more
than 60 percent of the companies on the Fortune
500. This fact illustrates the trust and confidence
that the DHL brand inspires with the icons of
global industry. 

What is more revealing about the soul of this
brand are the achievements that never make it on
the balance sheet, yet are as definitive to the com-
pany’s success as market share — whether it was
the fact that DHL was the only express company
to continue providing service during the Islamic
Revolution in Iran or DHL’s crucial role in South
Africa’s first democratic election (DHL collected
and delivered all absentee ballots from around 
the world). Being the first or the only shipper to
provide service for a country has always been a
personal point of pride for DHL. 

HISTORY 

Before the thousands of planes, vans, and hubs,
there were three men named Adrian Dalsey, Larry
Hillblom, and Robert Lynn and a 1969 Plymouth
Duster. From these simple beginnings emerged the
world’s first international door-to-door express
delivery service in 1969. 

By its 20th anniversary, DHL was providing
service in over 175 countries with a fleet of 7,000
vehicles and a staff of 19,000 employees.

Deutsche Post World Net (DPWN) acquired the
pioneers of international air express in 2002.
Within the next three years, DHL merged with
Danzas, and acquired Airborne Express and Exel
to become the world’s leading logistics and trans-
port company. 

As a subsidiary of DPWN, DHL provides an
integrated platform of services that offer tailored,
customer-focused solutions for the management
and transport of goods, information, and pay-
ments through a global network. This network
was built from the ground up over DHL’s storied
history, creating long-standing relationships in

THE MARKET 

DHL is the world’s largest express and logistics
company, servicing over 4.2 million active cus-
tomers in more than 225 countries and territories
from Albania to Zimbabwe. Global presence has
been a signature of DHL throughout the brand’s
history. Yet size alone does not ensure a com-
pany’s success. To be recognized as the leader in
each of these markets became DHL’s vision.
Growing the DHL brand in the American market

represented the last piece of the puzzle in this
ambitious global network strategy. 

While the rest of the world has long relied on
DHL as the first choice for shipping, the U.S. mar-
ket presented a formidable challenge. DHL held
limited share in the domestic
shipping market, where the
competition represented more
than two-thirds of the category
revenue when DHL entered the
market in 2003. The competi-
tors were firmly entrenched,
and their stronghold over the
Overnight, Export, and Ground
segments required decisive
action to break through cate-
gory convention.

At this point, DHL exam-
ined the potential white space
in the market and revisited
what had made this customer-driven company
successful. The answer lay in bringing back cus-
tomer service to an industry that had focused too
narrowly on being “fast” and “reliable.” Delivery

system performance had become the cost of entry
for the category. Real differentiation required sat-
isfying a customer audience that wanted a more
enjoyable shipping experience from a more
“human” shipping company. 

ACHIEVEMENTS 

DHL’s evolution to become the leading
global express and logistics company has
required an unprecedented expansion into
more than 225 countries and territories.
This number exceeds both the total mem-
ber nations in the United Nations and 
the number of countries that participated

in the 2004 Summer
Olympics. DHL’s abil-
ity to provide best-in-
class on this global
scale is a testament to
the brand’s strength. 

In spite of the rigorous
competition around the world,
DHL remains the No. 1 express
shipper in Europe, Asia-Pacific,
and Latin America. The com-
pany is also the undisputed
leader in cargo shipping in
North America, Europe, and
Latin America. This trend

applies to traditional shipping categories as well
as those categories, such as logistics and supply
chain solutions, that will define the future of the
business world. As the world’s largest logistics
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